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Abstract: Network security and energy consumption are deemed to be two impor-
tant components of wireless and mobile ad hoc networks (WMANets). There are
various routing attacks which harm Ad Hoc networks. This is because of the unse-
cure wireless communication, resource constrained capabilities and dynamic
topology. In order to cope with these issues, Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) routing protocol can be used to remain the normal networks functional-
ity and to adjust data transmission by defending the networks against black hole
attacks. The proposed system, in this work, identifies the optimal route from sen-
der to collector, prioritizing the number of jumps, the battery life, and security,
which are fundamental prerequisites. Researches have proposed various plans
for detecting the shortest route, as well as ensuring energy conversions and
defense against threats and attacks. In this regard, the packet drop attack is one
of the most destructive attack against WMANet communication and hence merits
special attention. This type of attack may allow the attacker to take control of the
attacked hubs, which may lost packets or transmitted information via a wrong
route during the packets journey from a source hub to a target one. Hence, a
new routing protocol method has been proposed in this study. It applies the con-
cept of energy saving systems to conserve energy that is not required by the sys-
tem. The proposed method for energy aware detection and prevention of packet
drop attacks in mobile ad hoc networks is termed the Ad Hoc On-Demand and
Distance Vector–Packet Drop Battling Mechanism (AODV–PDBM).

Keywords: Wireless and mobile ad hoc networks (WMANet); packet drop attack
(PDA); ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV); dynamic source routing
(DSR); packet drop battling mechanism (PDBM)

1 Introduction

Wireless and mobile ad hoc networks (WMANets) are both considered free wireless frameworks. Using
the communications between the WMANet and the mobile network in a system, one can frame a distinctive
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system configuration or topology by using the system’s ability to self-correct without hub dependency [1]. In
the case of ad hoc networks, providing secure communication in various environments is extremely crucial.
Thus, a key security concern in WMANets is routing attacks. These attacks disconnect a WMANet from its
focal base station. WMANet routing protocols are uncomplicated, which makes them more vulnerable to
such attacks compared with the routing protocols of framework-based networks. A type of common
routing attacks on WMANets is the packet drop attack (PDA) [2]. A PDA functions as the base for
launching different attacks, such as a distributed denial of service attack and a sinkhole attack, which
result in numerous hubs attempting to route their traffic to the malicious hub. These attacks enable the
attacker to gain control over a significant portion of the system and its related activity. Hence, steering
conventions are the most researched topic in WMANet literature.

Network and security specialists have outlined various routing protocols for WMANet, such as the ad
hoc on-demand vector, optimized link state routing, dynamic source routing (DSR), and the destination
sequenced distance vector. The major concerns in relation to WMANets are saving energy and ensuring
security, which affect the networks’ fundamental functionality [3–5]. WMANet hubs are battery
controlled, which calls for battery life extension. This is an identified issue, as is finding the shortest route
to targeted hubs without massive consumption of battery power. Owing to the different quality
measurements of their system, such as open access medium, the inadequacy of admins, and the
insufficiency of the straightforward resistance mechanism of WMANets, the system is not frequently used
by attackers, thereby preventing security attacks [6,7]. The system administration availability as well as
the information integrity and confidentiality can be enhanced by addressing the identified security issues
in the system. In addition, the use of wireless connection makes WMANets more vulnerable to attacks by
giving the attacker access to ongoing communications. A variety of attacks on WMANets have been
discovered and described [8].

The several types of attacks identified to date include worm-gap attacks, PDAs, hurrying attacks, asset
consumption attacks, sybil attacks, flooding attacks, denial of service attacks, and mocking attacks. The
minimum total transmission power routing calculates the power generally required for moving the packets
of data via various routes, the route that requires the least energy consumption is selected. However, the
power remaining with hubs is not ascertained, this can be a cause of the destruction of a few hubs and
thus damage transmitted packets during transmission. Thus, a method for selecting the most energy-
conserving hub among these base controlled hubs is required [9]. Max–min battery capacity routing
expands the system by using the remaining energy of a hub, but it disregards the aggregated energy of
transmission and the cause of power consumption. The conditional max–min battery capability directly
joins the components that are added to the transmission energy and the remaining vitality of hubs under
consideration. The least drain rate uses a metric depletion proportion, registered for a hub as a ratio of its
remaining energy and the proportion of its power consumption rerarding the current activity conditions.
The route with the lowest deplete ratio and least battery control is selected [10].

This paper also considers the problem of energy efficient routing to increase WMANets life. The
efficient use of battery energy has become particularly important because the mobile hosts in use
currently are powered by battery. The energy resources of actively participating nodes are depleted faster
than those of other nodes, which in some cases, may lead to the partitioning of the network and
consequently decrease its life. For this reason, reducing energy consumption in ad hoc wireless networks
is a critical issue.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the research background and
related literature. Section 3 explains the PDA. Section 4 presents the proposed Ad Hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector (AODV) Packet Drop Battling Mechanism (PDBM); that is, the AODV–PDBM. Section
5 presents the results. Section 6 provides a summary of this study and recommendations for future research.
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2 Related Works

PDA is considered a calculated attack on security during routing. Significant attention is required to
manage this issue. Security experts have proposed different solutions to manage such attacks. The review
presented in this study discusses some of the available solutions and highlights the research conducted in
the current decade. Recently, a solution has been proposed to prevent packet dropping through the
theorem of anodes by using the Bayesian and the prior likelihood techniques. At the point when a hub is
found to drop packets, it is disposed of from the system. Utilizing this heuristic scientific model, secure
routing is feasible through an autonomous environment [11]. A mechanism has been advanced to detect
agreeable PDA based on crosschecking with a clock-based mechanism termed True Link in the AODV
routing protocol. Similarly, the network designers have conducted a simulation to demonstrate the base
steering overhead, the deferral, and the most extreme throughput with an increment in the number of
attacker hubs and in the interruption time. They have recommended a strategy to detect and prevent
PDAs based on reliable data estimations. The researchers monitored the information conveyed to the
recipient and examined the causes for packet drops in the middle of the packet transmission from the
source hub to the target, based on which a hub functioning as a packet drop hub may be considered
malicious. A trust-based mechanism has been introduced for recognizing such packet drop hubs. A
boycott table is retained at each hub, and a trust estimation of its neighboring hubs is specified. The trust
estimation of neighboring hubs or nodes is based on detecting whether the node is a sinkhole in the
network. When the trust score of a particular node falls below the normal score of 0.5, this node is
regarded as a sinkhole attack node [12,13].

A detection technique has been recommended for PDA in which the next bounce and the past jump hub
of a route reply packet is checked to identify hubs during transmission. The sensor hub identifies a problem
hub by investigating the data routing data packetstable it maintains. Further, analysts have proposed a trap
detection approach for defending against synergistic attacks made by pernicious hubs in mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) [14]. PDAs are recognized and anticipated by planning a cooperative bait detection
scheme, which has the advantages of proactive safeguard structures and additionally receptive guard
models that use an invert following system. A strategy has been demonstrated to recognize malicious
hubs by utilizing the notion of Self-Protocol Trustiness (SPT) and another technique for opposing the
PDAs as a black-gap resistance mechanism, that is implanted with all kinds of the receptive routing
protocols [15–17]. The discussed techniques use neighborhood clocks and settled edge esteems for
characterizing any hub as malicious [18].

Scientists have proposed a guard dog approach that uses a specification-based detection plot for
distinguishing the packet drop and, in particular, launching attacks in wireless sensor networks. This plan
practices a distributed approach in which every hub does not have a universal view. A study has recently
been conducted on PDA on WMANets and on the current solutions [19]. The proposition is introduced in
a chronological request and partitioned into single and cooperative PDA. A peculiarity detection searches
for PDA in ad hoc networks and has been examined and demonstrated. They used a dynamic preparing
strategy instead of a static preparing technique since WMANets are mobile and use dynamic topology. In
this plan, preparing information is provisionally updated at a fixed time [9].

3 Packet Drop Attack

In a PDA, the attacker hubs misuse vulnerabilities during the route disclosure procedure of responsive
steering conventions and introduce a wrong route to the target hub. On receiving a route error message, the
transitional attacker hub answers with a route reply that has an over-the-top destination arrangement number
that the route request message receives, which confirms the destination. If an attacker chooses to launch an
attack using rapid, high power transmission, it is difficult to discover a compromised route that bypasses the
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attacker hub [20–22]. Once the attacker chooses the hub as the control hub or disables some of the routes in
the system, the attacker uses the hub to begin manipulating or decreasing the traffic it coordinates by creating
a packet drop. This situation becomes critical when the attacker begins attacking an increasing number of
routes. Fig. 1 shows the categories of attacks.

Fig. 2 shows the classification of PDAs. Attacks, such as internal and external PDAs, are made based on
the nearness of attacker hubs. PDAs can also be classified based on the method of collaboration between
attacker hubs into single or collaborative PDAs. The attacker hubs; for example, single PDA and
collaborative PDA.

An increasingly common attack is one in which an attacker hub is transformed into a piece of the route in
the network, which can be described as an unusual type of PDA since, in this type, the data packets routed
through the hub are not dropped [23]. At first, the attacker hub can act as a genuine hub using trusted
protocols, but later drops packets directly from some particular hubs or in some other specific instance.
The identification of attacker hubs in this form of attack is particularly troublesome because these hubs
drop packets routed through them for quite a while, although they may normally serve as actual
hubs otherwise [18].

4 Proposed Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Packet Drop Battling Mechanism

Initially, during the arrangement setup of every mobile hub, data registers itself with the system, and
creates a private key. In addition, it shares an open key match, which is used by the individual mobile
hubs to generate computerized marks. Every hub makes a neighbor disclosure through “welcome”

Figure 1: Categories of attacks

Figure 2: Packet drop attack classification
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messages. Route discovery is the underlying procedure performed. When two hubs need to communicate and
interact with each other, and the sender hub does not have the required routing protocol, after that, the sender
hub creates or instantiates a Forward Agent (FA) and connects its own particular computerized mark to it.
Next, the FA broadcasts to its neighbors, and each neighbor receiving the FA confirms its advanced mark
after checking that it is correct. Then, the FA is acknowledged by its neighbors. Each transitional hub that
has an FA connects its own advanced mark to it and retransmits to its neighbors prior to reaching the
destination hub. During its transmission toward the destination, the FA accumulates route information that
is shared with neighbor hubs. On reaching the target hub, the FA is executed and a Backward
Agent (BA) is created, which goes from the destination towards the source hub by using the information
collected by the FA.

The following stage is the data flow in the system. Once the path detection is completed and productive
routes are established between the sender hub and the recipient one, information begins to flow between
them. During information exchange, advanced marks are likewise used with each information packet sent,
to ensure secure communication.

Source hubs are able to confirm the route by sending FAs and BAs at continuous time intervals. In
case of any disconnection—such as because of the removal of a malicious packet drop hub—the need to
begin the discovery of another route might be addressed locally from the hub where no further routing
information is accessible.

Finally, the detection of the malicious hub is achieved. When an outer attacker hub needs to take an
interest in the dynamic route, it is found during the computerized signature verification stage, signalled by
the lack of a mystery key, because such key is only present in the inner enlisted mobile hubs. Each
mobile hub within the network has been installed with guards and a route rate mechanism to track the
neighboring hubs via information exchange for recipient hubs. Each hub monitors its neighbors to
identity issues such as data packet loss, slow information exchange rate, and false flooding. If any of the
components of a hub fall below the corresponding base point, its neighbor hub places this hub on the
malicious hub list and sends a message to inform all the legitimate hubs in the network about the hub’s
malicious actions.

5 Results and Discussion

WMANets can be implemented in various environments as indicated by the need of the application. We
considered the issue of recognizing PDAs in WMANets by using the AODV route disclosure stage. Once the
compromised hub receives a route request packet, it easily sends a route response to the originator hub by
using a randomly generated high destination arrangement number and pretending that it is a destination
preferably far away. The source hub waits for the route reply since it should receive such reply from
either the malicious hub or the genuine destination to begin information transmission. The malicious hub
sends a route reply packet with a high destination sequence number and the least number of jumps. The
source expects that this route is fresh and begins transmitting information through it. An exact approach
is required to recognize and eliminate an attacked hub from the system and the remaining personal hubs.
A malicious hub launches different attacks, such as choosing sending and sinkhole attack in WMANets.

All the on-demand algorithms are considered. Associativity-based routing, AODV, DSR, and flow state
in dynamic source routing are some of the routing protocols included in the simulation and are compared
with the proposed AODV–PDBM. No routing protocol in a WMANet considers security an objective.
From this AODV routing protocol, a route response is created by a destination or a transition hub that has
a short route to the destination. This results in a significant flaw in the AODV route disclosure stage,
which is used by the malicious hub. At the point when a route is required, the source hub broadcasts the
route request to each hub within wireless range. At the point when a malicious hub receives a route
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request packet, it sends a route reply immediately with a randomly produced high destination succession
number with least number of jumps. The source stays in inactive for the route reply. When it receives the
first route reply, it begins information transmission through the malicious hub. One conceivable solution
to the examined issue is to disable the capacity of any intermediate hub to produce a route reply even if it
maintains a route to the destination. Only the destination hub can produce a route reply by this technique,
and thus, we can secure AODV to some degree. However, large networks will face increased routing delay

With the final goal of simulation adjustment, the current AODV steering convention is enforced in
compliance with our proposed guidance and contrasting strategy and the fundamental AODV steering
convention. The simulation was completed using Network Simulator (NS-2.35), which is used to run
system tests. The perspective of the finished simulation environment is shown in Tab. 1. We used certain
simulation parameters, such as packet conveyance proportion and number of packets lost against the
number of attackers, similar to [24–26]. Parameters such as the steering overhead, arrange energy
consumption, and system throughputs compared with the simulation time to evaluate the execution of our
proposed algorithm compared with that of the fundamental AODV routing protocol.

Fig. 3 presents a graphical representation of the packet delivery ratio. This ratio is calculated as the
aggregate numerous packets collected at the target hub to the many packets sent by the Constant Bit Rate
source.

Table 1: Parameters used and the corresponding statistical value

S no Parameter name Value

1 Number of nodes 500

2 Nodes of distribution Random

3 MAC type IEEE 802.11

4 Propagation Two way reflection

5 Simulation time 500 s

6 Sensor field 100 × 100 m

7 Network type Wireless and ad hoc network

8 Mobility pattern Random

9 Network layer Broadcast

Figure 3: Graphical representation of packet delivery ratio
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Fig. 4 presents a graphical representation of packet loss within a network. Packet loss can be interpreted
as the fraction of the accumulated number of packets lost because of congestion or other reasons relative to
the total number of packets sent during transmission. Thus, system implementation is difficult if accurate
estimates of packet loss are unavailable.

Fig. 5 provides a graphical representation of the overhead routing within a network. Overhead routing
can be interpreted as the proportion of the number of routing packets transmitted relative to the number of
information packets effectively transmitted, where steering packets contain control packets used for route
exploration, route repair, and for the optimization updating rule (pheromone). Implementation of the
program improves with a reduction in overhead packets.

Fig. 6 illustrates energy use within a network. Energy consumption refers to the energy that the hubs
consume in accepting packets from, and transmitting packets to, neighboring hubs. System
implementation efficiency increases with decrease in energy consumption.

Fig. 7 presents a graphic representation of network performance within a network. Network throughput
measures how many packets arrive at their destinations successfully during a specific period and is measured
in bits per second.

Figure 4: Graphical representation of packet loss in a network

Figure 5: Graphical representation of routing overhead in a network
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6 Conclusions

This paper considered common security issues in a WMANet, including one of the commonly known
rehashing attacks. It presented and discussed some of the solutions proposed by different network and
security specialists. A multipath routing protocol was proposed to find the optimal route from sender to
recipient as well as to expand system and ensure system security against attacks. We broke down the
impact of these attacks by running a simulation using system parameters that organize the routing
load, arrange throughput, packet conveyance proportion, packet loss and system energy consumption
through the presented energy monitoring, the basic AODV and secure routing protocol. The discussed
implementations demonstrate that the presented system identifies prevention measures from the attacks by
comparing these with the fundamental AODV and builds a new organized execution. The AODV–PDBM
was shown to be effective in the simulation environment, as it recognized malicious hubs with precision
and latency. It is intended for use in WMANets, and will be a benchmark for implementation in
comparative asset-constrained wireless communication gadgets/networks. The AODV–PDBM convention
can be improved to add portability of the sensor hubs. Future research may include a further simulation
of the proposed scheme for sparse mediums and in real-life scenarios as well as examine other metrics,
such as the link layer overhead, pause time and path optimality.

Figure 6: Graphical representation of energy consumption in a network

Figure 7: Graphical representation of network throughput in a network
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